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Crime figure comparison for Chew Valley and outer areas 
 
Covering: 
Chew Magna    Chew Stoke      
Pensford and Publow  Norton Malreward  
Chelwood    Clutton  
Temple Cloud   Whitchurch (within Chew Valley Boundary)  
Stanton Drew   Stanton Wick      
Bishop Sutton   Hinton Blewett 
Compton Martin   Sutton Wick  
West Harptree   East Harptree 
Nempnett Thrubwell   Ubley 
Litton     Cameley 
Chewton Mendip 
 
 

Offence 03/072016 – 03/07/2017 03/07/2015 – 02/07/2016 
Theft and handling  130 97 

Dwelling/non-dwelling burglary 89 (20/69) 77 (18/59) 
Violence against the person 128 112 

Criminal damage 46 48 
Arson 5 5 

Robbery 2 0 
Drugs 3 3 

 
As you can see, the crime statistics are fairly similar for the last couple of years and 
as expected are low when compared to busier places like Bath.   
 
Theft and handling offences 
This includes anything from a minor shop theft to the theft of a vehicle.   
 
Dwelling and non-dwelling burglaries  
The number of burglaries over all remains similar to the previous year.  The majority 
being non-dwelling burglaries, which are usually sheds and garages where offenders 
are targeting things like tools and bikes. 
In the last year, 20 were dwelling burglaries.   
Out of the 20 burglaries:  

- 3 were attempts, where access was not gained 
- 2 were burglaries where keys were stolen and as a result, cars were stolen 

from the driveways 
- 3 were burglaries committed by people known to the victim (one of whom was 

charged to court)  
- 3 had suspects identified (one was charged to court and imprisoned and the 

other two the investigation is still ongoing). 
 
 



Violence against the person offences  
This category includes a large number of offences from low level public order 
offences (shouting and swearing) to physical assaults. Out of the 128 offences, only 
21 of them involved assault with injury, all of which were relatively minor.  The other 
offences primarily cover issues such as arguments between children, neighbourhood 
issues, ASB, domestic incidents and road rage incidents. 
 
Arson offences  
Two were burnt out vehicles and the rest were ASB related. 
 
Robbery  
Both were knife point robberies at commercial premises.  
Suspects have been identified for both robberies, one group have been charged to 
court and the others are still under investigation. 
 
Drugs 
There have been very few identified issues with drugs in the last couple of years. 
 
 
Summary 
 
We are working hard to maintain a visible police presence in the Chew Valley and 
surrounding areas.  We continue to encourage members of the community to contact 
the police to report any suspicious activity.  We rely on intelligence and information 
from those around us to assist in keeping our communities safe.   
Summer is here so we would encourage everyone to think about their security, even 
when at home.  All doors and windows should be left secure when out and when at 
home, consideration should be given to the parts of the house which are not 
occupied (for example if you are in the back garden and the front windows are open).  
Think about where house and car keys are kept.  Vulnerable keys leave cars and 
other premises potentially at risk.  Advice is available on home security if required.  
Please feel free to contact your local beat team. 
 
Other news from the beat 
 
There are big plans for A37 with speed limit changes and road layout changes. This 
is as a result of a route collision review of A37 from Whitchurch to Farrington Gurney 
by BANES and police as a result of the high number of collisions on this stretch of 
the road in the last few years.  Speed limit changes have already taken place and 
works are just about to start at Hursley Hill and Pensford Hill.  This will involve 
resurfacing the road and at the same time changing the layout.  The main changes 
will be that the overtake lane out of Pensford towards Whitchurch and the overtake 
lane coming down the hill from Whitchurch by the layby will be removed altogether, 
making it single carriageway both sides.  The aim is to make the road safer for its 
users and to reduce the number of collisions on A37. 
 
Increased patrols have been put in place to cover Harptree Coombe where youths 
are congregating and causing low level ASB and also Coley Reservoir where they 
are believed to be swimming and causing minor damage to the fishing hut.  Attention 



is also being paid to Bishop Sutton Village Hall now the lighter nights are upon us, to 
ensure that previous issues of ASB do not return. 
 
Crime and Consequences talks will be taking place over the next few weeks with 
children in year 6 at local schools.  The aim is to educate them on the law and what 
is and isn’t acceptable behaviour.  This is in an attempt to ensure that when the 
summer holidays arrive, our local young people have the tools to make the right 
decisions and ASB remains low. 
 
Beat Officers for Chew Valley and surrounding areas 
 
PC 4343 Gemma LINDOW – Beat Manager 
gemma.lindow@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk 
07889656297 
 
PC 3455 Stuart PEARD – Beat Manager 
stuart.peard@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk 
07889656337 
 
PCSO 8079 Martyn BRAGG – Police Community Support Officer 
martyn.bragg@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk 
07889656671 
 
PCSO 7752 Kate Humphreys – Police Community Support Officer 
kate.humphreys@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk 
07889656685 
 
The above contacts are for information and non-urgent enquiries only.  If officers are 
on rest days, leave or sick there may be a delay in responding. 
 
If you wish to report an incident or a crime or need to speak to a Police Officer you 
should contact 101. 
 
For all emergencies call 999. 
 
We hope you all have a lovely summer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


